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Abstract

Liquid lenses have been utilized in various applications due to their low size, weight, power, and cost. They have potential

for use in space applications such as focus compensation, optical communications, and imaging systems. However, liquid

lenses have not yet been evaluated for us in space environment. This work focuses on characterizing operational differences of

commercially available liquid lenses from Corning Varioptic and Optotune between Earth gravity, microgravity, and hypergravity

environments. Results show a linear drift in tip/tilt of 0.79 mrad and 4.13 mrad going from 1 g to 0 g for the Corning Varioptic

A-39N0 lens and Optotune EL-16-40-TC-VIS lenses respectively, with lower optical aberrations in microgravity. This work is

part of a wider space environment study showing that Corning Varioptic and Optotune’s commercial liquid lenses withstand

thermal vacuum, typical low Earth orbit ionizing radiation exposure, and effectively handle high-intensity laser power in a

vacuum without significant damage.
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1 Introduction1

Liquid lenses are compact, nonmechanical focus-2

tunable lenses that use a liquid to change their3

focal length. Due to their low size, weight,4

power, and cost (SWaP-C) they are attractive5

for space applications, where they could be6

used for focus compensation, optical commu-7

nications, and more. However, liquid lenses,8

have not been fully evaluated for use in the9

space environment. Previous work has sub-10

jected liquid lenses to thermal vacuum (TVAC)11

testing,1, 2 but other space environment tests12

such as ionizing radiation and microgravity has13

not yet been conducted. This work presents re-14

sults using commercially available liquid lenses15

from Corning Varioptic and Optotune on a mi-16

crogravity flight to characterize differences in17

operation between Earth gravity and micro-18

gravity. Microgravity testing is especially im-19

portant, as the optical fluid sags in gravity caus-20

ing increased wavefront error and aberrations.321

This work is part of development for the22

Miniature Optical Steered Antenna for Inter-23

satellite Communication (MOSAIC) project24

which aims to utilize liquid lenses for a hemi-25

spherically steering lasercom terminal for small26

satellites, for which reliable operation in the27

space environment required.1, 2, 4, 5 The MO-28

SAIC project aims to utilize liquid lens ar-29

rays for beam steering and laser communi-30

cation on small satellites. The project seeks31

to construct a compact, nonmechanical laser-32

com transceiver with integrated beam steering33

for small satellites using liquid lenses. The34

transceiver design is based on a previous de-35

sign by Zohrabi6 utilizing a single on-axis lens36

for divergence control and an additional two37

lenses offset in x and y for 2D steering, initially38

proposed for LIDAR. Additionally, this work39

is part of a broader space environment evalua-40

tion effort including ionizing radiation testing41

and vacuum power handling performance, for42

which more details can be found in the full43

study by Kacker5 – in summary, commercial44

liquid lenses from Corning Varioptic and Op-45

totune perform well during TVAC testing, do46

not show gross discoloration when exposed to47

ionizing radiation equivalent to 10 years of low48
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Earth orbit, and can handle many over 2 W of49

laser power in vacuum without damage50

Additionally, this work is part of a broader51

space environment evaluation for which more52

details can be found in the full study.5 In sum-53

mary, the commercial liquid lenses tested in54

this work also survive and operate in (TVAC),55

have no significant discoloration under typical56

space mission exposure to ionizing radiation57

and can handle multiple watts of laser power58

in vacuum.59

2 Background60

Fig 1: Diagram showing electrowetting princi-
ple of operation for Corning Varioptic lenses.7

Liquid lenses have applications in machine61

vision,3, 7 phone cameras,8 microscopy,9 opti-62

cal communications10–14 and more due to their63

compactness and depending on the lens tech-64

nology, low power. Optotune and Corning Var-65

ioptic are the two main companies making liq-66

uid lenses, each producing lenses with differ-67

ent operating principles. Corning Varioptic’s68

liquid lenses employ electrowetting technol-69

ogy, where an applied electric field causes an70

oil droplet’s contact angle with an insulator71

Fig 2: Diagram showing pressure based princi-
ple of operation for Optotune lenses.3

to change,7 whereas Optotune’s lenses func-72

tion based on pressure, with a voice coil caus-73

ing fluid to displace into the center of a mem-74

brane.3 Diagrams of how Corning Varioptic’s75

and Optotune’s lenses work are shown in Fig. 176

and Fig. 2 respectively.77

For a satellite lasercom terminals, evaluat-78

ing liquid lens performance in the space envi-79

ronment is important, including zero gravity80

testing. Previous work has shown that liquid81

lenses can survive and operate in other space82

environment conditions, including thermal vac-83

uum testing1, 2 However, because liquid lenses84

use liquids to be focus tune-able, they experi-85

ence a higher wavefront error and aberrations86

in the presence of gravity, with the Optotune87

lenses used in this study having an increased88

wavefront error of 50 nm3 in Earth gravity con-89

ditions, measured by placing the lens in dif-90

ferent orientations. Characterizing liquid lens91

performance under zero gravity conditions is92

crucial for space applications.93

Previous work on evaluating the effects of94

gravity on liquid lenses has been conducted95

by changing the lens orientation, but this tech-96

nique cannot eliminate the effects of gravity97

entirely.15 This work presents zero gravity data98

from parabolic aircraft testing in order to un-99
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derstand the effects on optical performance.100

3 Approach101

3.1 Experimental Setup102

Raspberry Pi
3B+Sense Hat

Lens Driver

CameraLiquid Lens

Laser

Hard-wired USB Flat flex cable 

Optical fiber
+ collimator

Free space

Fig 3: Block diagram of experiment compo-
nents.

The experiment consists of two indepen-103

dent optical trains, each operated by a dedi-104

cated Raspberry Pi. One optical train is for the105

Corning Varioptic lens, while the other is dedi-106

cated for the Optotune lens. A block diagram107

of one of these optical trains is shown in Fig. 3,108

and a diagram of the optical components is109

shown in Fig. 4, with further details about the110

hardware used in the experiment given in Ta-111

ble 1. A photograph of the experiment on the112

aircraft is also shown in Fig. 6.113

During operation, lens commands are swept114

through and the resulting spot on a detector is115

imaged. Measurements are taken for 64 lens116

commands surrounding the focus, from 49.5 V117

to 53.5 V for the Corning Varioptic lens and118

70 mA to 110 mA for the Optotune lens. The119

fastest data capture rate of every 300 ms and120

the 15-25 second parabola duration guide this121

quantity, with 64 points being approximately122

the number of points that can be captured in a123

single parabola, giving a complete sweep. The124

measured quantities include the image, accel-125

eration (3-axis), gyro (3-axis), magnetometer126

(3-axis), and temperature. A flowchart of the127

software is shown in Fig. 5.128

3.2 Spot Analysis129

Using the data, the imaged spots on the detec-130

tor can be analzyed to understand operational131

differences between the gravity regimes. As132

the beams deform significantly between grav-133

ity regimes, fitting standard Gaussian beams to134

understand how beam width varies is difficult.135

Instead, a metric for the relative spot width136

is used as shown in Equation 1, which is the137

square root of the number of pixels above an138

intensity threshold, can be used as a proxy for139

beam diameter. The limitations of this metric140

are that while it cannot be used for absolute141

beam width measurements, it can be used to142

understand relative changes.143

With the threshold set to just above the144

noise floor of the sensor, this measurement145

should vary hyperbolically, in the same way146

that absolute beam diameter would.147

rspot =
√

n. pixels above threshold (1)

4 Results and Discussion148

In this section, measurements from the flight149

are used to understand how lens performance150

changes between zero gravity, Earth gravity,151

and hypergravity conditions. The spot analysis152

approach is used to understand how the lenses153

change in focal length and centroiding is used154

to determine how the point spread functions155

(PSFs) change in location for each condition.156

4.1 Flight Profile and Measurements157

The flight profile of the experiment is shown158

in Fig. 7. The profile shows all 20 parabo-159

las, including the two parabolas each in Lunar160

and Martian gravity. The takeoff and landing161

phases are also clearly visible. Fig. 8 shows162
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Fig 4: Diagram of single optical train in experimental setup.

Table 1: List of hardware used in experiment.

Device Property Value

Liquid Lens
Model (Corning Varioptic) A-39N0
Model (Optotune) EL-16-40-TC-VIS-20D

Laser
Type 1 mW Fiber Tester
Wavelength 633 nm

Collimator
Model Thorlabs F220FC-B
Wavelength 633 nm
1/e2 Diameter 2.1 mm

Camera

Make Matrix Vision
Model mvBlueFox-IGC 205v
Pixel Pitch 2.2 µm
Binning 2×2
Resolution 2592×1944
Bit depth 10 bit

Raspberry Pi
Model 3B+
Hat Sense Hat

a zoomed in view of the second set of five163

parabolas.164

Measurements of hypergravity experienced165

during the ascent phases of each parabola are166

also recorded, providing additional data for167

comparison. A histogram of the recorded g-168

force for all samples is shown in Table 9. Ap-169

proximately 20,000 samples were collected for170

both Corning Varioptic and Optotune lenses.171

4.2 Spot Analysis172

Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 show individual focused173

samples from each gravity regime for the Corn-174

ing Varioptic and Optotune lenses, respectively.175

As a first comparison, the Corning Varioptic176

focused spots have much smaller increases in177

tip/tilt and coma compared to the Optotune178

ones. The Optotune samples show very pro-179

nounced coma and deformation in higher grav-180

ity regimes. Some minor reflections are also181

visible for both Corning Varioptic and Opto-182

tune samples, although much more visible for183

the former than the latter.184

The results for relative spot width over var-185

ious lens commands are shown in Fig. 12 and186

Fig. 13. Overall, the analysis shows consistent187

results for both microgravity and Earth gravity188

with a few key differences. Both lenses show189

4



no

yes
End of sweep?

Start

Reset sweep to initial
value

Capture and save
image and sensor

data

Set lens command

Wait 20 ms for
lens to settle

Increment lens
command in sweep

Fig 5: Flowchart of experiment flight software
that runs continuously and records samples.

Fig 6: Experimental setup affixed to the floor
of the zero gravity aircraft.

marginally increased focal length for the same190

lens command, and slightly lower relative spot191

width around the focal point. The increased192

focal length could be due to gravity providing193

some resistance to the actuation force that gets194

transferred horizontally due to surface tension195

on the lenses, whereas the smaller relative spot196

width is most likely due to lower aberrations in197

0 2000 4000 6000
Flight Time [s]

0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

g
Fo

rc
e

[g
]

Lunar

Martian
Zero g

Fig 7: Complete parabolic flight profile of g-
force against time showing takeoff, landing,
and full 20 parabolas.
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Fig 8: Zoomed view of g-force magnitude
over time for second set of five parabolas. All
parabolas in this set are zero gravity parabolas.
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Fig 9: Histogram of total samples with g-force
of each sample.

microgravity causing less smearing of the lens198

command. Lens focusing power increased in199
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(d) Colorbar
Fig 10: Normalized images of focused individual Corning Varioptic samples from each gravity
regime. Increasing gravity shows minor increases in tip/tilt and coma.

microgravity by 0.059 D for the Corning Var-200

ioptic A-39N0 and 0.039 D for the Optotune201

EL-16-40-TC-VIS lenses.202

The Optotune lenses have well-constrained203

and consistent error bars throughout the lens204

commands, but the Corning Varioptic lenses205

show much larger error bars across the ex-206

tremes of the sweep. This increased error caused207

the hyperbolic fits to be constrained towards208

the central section of points. The deviation209

seems due to variation in the samples causing210

parts of the image to pass below the threshold211

for relative spot width. Examples of samples212

at the same lens command but with different213

relative spot widths are shown in Fig. 14 and214

Fig. 15. An interesting defocus pattern from215

the Corning Varioptic lens forms, which then216

appears to be smeared, causing the high value217

for relative spot width in Fig. 14. The cause218

of this smearing is not obvious, but could be219

due to vibration of the liquid lens during the220

flight. There is no significant correlation of221

this smearing to particular times of the flight or222

parabola. Some of the vibration also appears223

to make its way into the image as a result of224

circular standing waves, visible in the center225

of both Fig. 14 and Fig. 15.226

4.3 Centroid Analysis227

Fig. 16 and Fig. 17 show stacked and aver-228

aged images of the spot on the detector taken229

at each of their focal commands. The dominant230

aberration present is tip/tilt, with large changes231

between each gravity regime as summarized232

in Table 2 and measured using centroiding the233

PSFs from each lens. The change in tip/tilt is234

linear with the effect of gravity, with the lin-235

ear regression shown in Fig. 18 and Fig. 19236

for the Corning Varioptic and Optotune lenses237

respectively. Both sets of lenses adhere well238

to the linear fit, with an R2 value of 0.78 for239

the Corning Varioptic lenses and 0.97 for the240

Optotune lenses. The R2 value for the Corn-241

ing Varioptic lenses is likely larger due to the242

smaller focused spot on the detector and the243

resulting increase in quantization noise when244

centroiding the PSF.245

Qualitatively, it can also be seen in Fig. 10246

and Fig. 11 that coma and astigmatism are also247

present, especially in hypergravity regimes. Corn-248

ing Varioptic lenses exhibit less change in tip/tilt249

and maintain nearly identical optical perfor-250

mance. Optotune lenses show a larger change251

in tip/tilt, with significant coma observed in the252

hypergravity regime, as shown in Fig. 17.253

The imaged PSFs for the Corning Variop-254

tic lenses are well-contained, with no observ-255

able spread in hypergravity as compared to mi-256

crogravity. The spots for the Optotune lenses257

are more spread out, suggesting that vibration258

or other environmental factors may have im-259

pacted the experiment and contributed to the260
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Fig 11: Normalized images of focused individual Optotune samples from each gravity regime.
Increases in gravity show larger increases in tip/tilt, coma, and smearing as compared to Fig. 10.
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Fig 12: Relative spot width for sweep of lens
commands for Corning Varioptic lenses, with
associated hyperbolic fit and error bars.

observed aberrations. However, the imaged261

spots look visually tighter in microgravity, sug-262

gesting that there may be a gravity-dependent263

effect. The presence of more fluid in Optotune264

lenses may be a contributing factor to their265

optical performance being more significantly266
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Fig 13: Relative spot width for sweep of lens
commands for Optotune lenses, with associ-
ated hyperbolic fit and error bars.

affected by environmental conditions. A an ide-267

alized diagram showing how fluid deformation268

could cause the resultant aberrations is shown269

in Fig. 20, although in reality, there would still270

be some minor fluid curvature at 0 g conditions271

due to surface tension.272
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Fig 14: Example Corning Varioptic sample
at 53.5 V lens voltage with high relative spot
width caused by smeared features.
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Fig 15: Example Corning Varioptic sample
with low relative spot width, with identical lens
command and gravity conditions as Fig. 14

4.4 Temperature Drift273

Both liquid lenses used in this experiment have274

been shown to drift in focal length due to tem-275

perature variations. A temperature plot for both276

lenses as shown in Fig. 21 indicates that tem-277

perature throughout the parabolas was within278

4 °C for all of the parabolas, with a gradual de-279

crease after the lenses reached the peak temper-280

ature, as measured on the Raspberry Pi Sense-281

Hat modules. The Optotune temperature was282

slightly higher than the Corning temperature283

during the flight, which is expected as Op-284

totune lenses generate heat from their voice285

coil and high current operation. Histograms as286

shown in Fig. 22 and Fig. 23 reveal that a vast287

Fig 16: Image of stacked and averaged spots
for each gravity environment for Corning Vari-
optic lenses (n: 0 g = 20, 1 g = 206, 1.5+ g =
37).

Table 2: Change in tip/tilt of centroided spots
for each regime, referenced to 0 g as a baseline.

Regime Tip/Tilt [mrad]
Corning Varioptic Optotune

1 g 0.79 4.13
1.5+ g 1.29 6.31

majority (75%) of the 0 g and 1 g data points288

are in the same range, effectively controlling289

for temperature drift during the experiment.290

Moreover, hypergravity and zero gravity data291

are comparable since temperature histograms292

are almost identical, indicating that the temper-293

ature is adequately controlled during the exper-294

iment. Interestingly, microgravity parabolas295

can be observed in the temperature plot, per-296

haps due to hydrostatic forces when transition-297

ing into hypergravity causing redistribution of298

air inside the aircraft cabin.299

5 Conclusions and Future Work300

This work shows that liquid lenses perform301

well in microgravity, with reduced overall aber-302

rations, slight change in focusing behaviour303

and a change in tip/tilt. A summary of the304

quantitative results is shown in Table 3. A305

more pronounced disparity in operation is ev-306

ident for Optotune lenses as compared with307

Corning Varioptic lenses, which is likely due308

8



Fig 17: Image of stacked and averaged spots
for each gravity environment for Optotune
lenses (n: 0 g = 17, 1 g = 164, 1.5+ g = 26).

to their larger aperture size holding more fluid309

volume.310

During the microgravity flight, changes in311

temperature were small and limited to approx-312

imately 10 °C in the worst case. Prior studies313

have also shown that such fluctuations do not314

have a significant influence on the results.1, 2
315

In combination with previous work on space316

environment evaluation,1, 2, 5 these results show317

that liquid lenses are well suited for space-318

based optical systems. Their low SWaP-C and319

improved performance in microgravity in addi-320

tion to previously studied operation in thermal321

vacuum and ionizing radiation effects make322

them a suitable option for use in a variety of323
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Fig 18: Linear regression of tip/tilt of focused
samples against sample gravity conditions.
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Fig 19: Linear regression of tip/tilt of focused
samples against sample gravity conditions.

space-related applications.5324

Future work includes evaluating different325

control schemes in order to do closed-loop326

pointing and tracking, as well as to compen-327

sate for the change in tip/tilt in different gravity328

conditions.329

Further study of vibrations is needed, uti-330

lizing a vibrometer or faster IMU readout due331

to effects in smeared data points. With the332

data taken in this experiment, vibration could333

potentially be quantified using some of the re-334

sultant standing waves observed on the sample335

images.336

Additionally, wavefront error is not evalu-337

ated in this study, as a wavefront sensor was338

not used during the microgravity flight. Evalu-339
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Table 3: Summary of changes in quantitatively determined properties of lenses, referenced to 0 g as
a baseline.

Property Units Change from 0 g to 1 g
Corning Varioptic Optotune

Tip/Tilt mrad 0.79 4.13
Focal Length Dioptres -0.059 -0.039

Fig 20: Potential physical mechanism explain-
ing observed aberrations. Optical fluid sags to
the bottom of the enclosure, causing slants in
the side, which causes tip/tilt like a prism. Ad-
ditionally, fluid curvature on the optical mem-
brane creates higher order aberrations, such as
coma and astigmatism.

ating the wavefront error using phase retrieval340

algorithms such as the Gerchberg-Saxton16 al-341

gorithm, Misell’s algorithm,17 and other non-342

linear phase retrieval methods were attempted,343

but this process resulted in too much error and344

difficulty in convergence to obtain usable re-345

sults.346
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